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Capture in Lunar Environment Figure 1. The concept of single in-orbit debris surface capture involves a small probe (dashed
line, diameter is about half a meter) sent into orbit by a mass driver, snagging a passing debris object and capturing it to orbit
around a nearby celestial body. Deployment of a mass driver in orbit requires spacelaunch propulsion, and can be accomplished
using conventional chemical propellants in a conventional booster or with a semi-reusable power source. Credit: The Aerospace
Corporation Today's global economy depends on an infrastructure that includes trucking, container ports, ocean, air and rail
transportation, utility power generation and distribution, and telecommunications networks. As our worldwide demand for goods
and services has grown, there has been an uptick in the cost, time and risk associated with delivering products and services in a
safe, reliable and cost-effective manner. In the absence of large-scale or long-term government-funded space programs to
advance these industries, what can be done in-orbit to make shipments and deliveries more cost-effective, safe, reliable and
efficient? This challenge has become increasingly more relevant over the last decade as the cost of sending a variety of space
assets to orbit has become increasingly small relative to the value of these assets. Therefore, the concept of single in-orbit debris
surface capture is now being proposed to overcome this challenge, namely, an orbiter or other space asset is launched in orbit,
and instead of using the full thrust of the launch vehicle to enter orbit, a small maneuverable mission is provided to temporarily
capture a nearby passing debris object into orbit and subsequently direct the captured debris object to an orbit of interest. This
could be used to move payloads or other space objects from a small to a larger orbit, allowing a mass driver in orbit to be
employed to do additional work on the payload (such as changing its orbit). In the context of the moon, debris in lunar orbit can
be captured and directed to an orbit about the moon, where it could serve as a 'dummy payload' to avoid a critical period in lunar
operations. In the context of the Earth, such a concept would reduce the number of launches and launches of redundant vehicles
and payloads that might require a higher launch volume than could be accomplished with one-off 3e33713323
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